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From the Chairman 
 
Good morning to you from beautiful Wiltshire 

where the massive golden fields of barley etc 
are in the middle of being harvested. It is 
blisteringly hot here at the moment. We were 
in Stowe-on-the-Wold yesterday and when we 
returned to the car the thermometer was 
reading 46 Celsius. The air conditioning took 

about five minutes at full tilt before the car 

was habitable! No doubt when we return to 
our new U3A season at the beginning of 
September this heatwave will be but a distant 
memory. 
 
The Committee has put together a programme 
of events for the new season that we hope will be interesting, entertaining 

and educational. We also hope that the current Covid restrictions will have 
eased sufficiently to allow the social element to return to its pre-pandemic 
levels. It is, after all, one of the prime functions of this organisation. 
However, it is worth bearing in mind that despite all the difficulties we faced 
over the past year and a half we still managed to keep Ballymoney U3A 
going, albeit minus the social aspect. Enjoying a cup of tea whilst attending 

a Zoom meeting isn't quite the same as having a good old blether over a 
cuppa. 
 
So, onwards and upwards! I look forward to being able to welcome as many 
existing member as possible along with some new ones on Tuesday 7th 
September when we meet to register. If you know of anyone who you feel 
might benefit from membership of Ballymoney U3A then please bring them 

along. 

See you in September. 

John Pinkerton 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 
_____________________ Quick Updates 

 
 Useful Information 

 
As part of our Newsletter we provide a section on Useful Information. May 

we draw your attention to this section and in particular that free TV 
Licensing is being withdrawn from the end of July 2021. Also, the U3A quilt 
competition that you may be interested in taking part in.  
 
Vacancies 
 
We have a number of committee vacancies that we are keen to fill and 

always welcome volunteers to help out with our various activities. 
 
Links to other sites/information: 

 
Where we have quoted a reference, for example: 
 
https://mailchi.mp/u3a/your-u3a-national-newsletter-july?e=3180045804 

 
Either click on this link, if your browser allows you, or copy this into your 

https://mailchi.mp/u3a/your-u3a-national-newsletter-july?e=3180045804
https://mailchi.mp/u3a/your-u3a-national-newsletter-july?e=3180045804
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browser and press the Enter/Return key - for further information. 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 
_____________________ Enrolment Day 

 

 Our 2021/2021 BU3A session begins soon. Enrolment day takes place as 
follows: 
 

When: Tuesday 10 August 2021 at:  

Where: Holmes Memorial Hall Car Park, Charlotte St.,  
 Ballymoney BT53 6AZ 
Time:  10am-12noon  
 
We are holding Enrolment Day in an outdoor setting this year. A warm 
welcome is extended to returning members and those joining BU3A for the 
first time. 

 
Membership forms can be downloaded from BU3A website at:  
 
https://www.ballymoneyu3a.com/membership-forms.html  
 
Forms will also be available on the day. 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 

_____________________ Membership Fees 
 

 Fees for the 21/22 session are: 
 
 a) £15 full membership(individual) 
 b) £11.50 associate member (a member of another u3a*) 
  *Proof of membership is required 

 c) £25 joint membership (a couple) 
 
Payment will cover the period September 21 to June 22. The preferred 
method of payment is BACS: 
 
 Bank details sort code 95 06 79 account number 00076147 

 Please include your name and membership number when paying by 

 BACs 
 
Cash will be accepted - please try to have the correct amount. Payment by 
cheque will be £1 extra on all rates. Cheques made payable to 
Ballymoneyu3a. 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 
_____________________ New Session 2021 

 
 We plan to re-open for face to face meetings on 7 September 2021. 

Meetings will be held in the Holmes Memorial Hall Charlotte St. Ballymoney, 

Commencing at 11am. The hall will be open from 10.30 am. 
 

Due the current Covid situation some changes to normal arrangements are 
necessary: seating will be limited to 42. For this reason, members wishing 
to attend are requested to book in advance. Bookings will be on a first 
come first served basis.  
 

 To book for the 7 September meeting please call XXXX on 3 

http://www.ballymoneyu3a.com/
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September 2021. Please note this number cannot be used for any other 
purpose. 
 
For those who cannot be accommodated or prefer not to attend we hope to 
continue with the Zoom facility with the link being shared before the 
meeting. 
 

Requirements for attendance: - 
 Proof of Covid Vaccination or clear Covid test must be produced on 

arrival 
 Face coverings will be worn indoors 
 There will be hand sanitising facilities at the entrance which you are 

requested to use 
 No refreshments will be served 

 Social distancing will be observed. 
 On arrival you will be met and once you have registered you will be 

escorted to a seat. 
 We must ask that you remain seated and do not move seats from 

the fixed position. 
 At the end of the meeting, we would ask that you leave in an 

orderly fashion by the designated exit/s. 
 

We will be delighted to welcome you back to face-to-face meetings and 
hope that you will understand that the measures in place are for the safety 

and well-being of all members and will continue only as long as government 
guidance requires. 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 

_____________________ 

 

 

Officers and Committee 
 
The following is provided for your information (2020/2021). 
 

 
 

Officers 
 
Chairman:   John Pinkerton 
Vice-chair:   Marion McDowell 
Treasurer:   Irene Ross 
Assistant Treasurer:  Elaine Wilson 

Correspondence Secretary: Linda Wilson 

Minutes Secretary:  Vacant 
Activities Administrator: Vacant 
Membership Secretary:  Elizabeth Stevenson 
Zoom Organiser:  Irene Ross 
  

Committee  

 
Michael Diver  
Eileen Richmond 
Ken Bamford 
 
Ex-officio: Marie Hegarty 
Ambassador: Marie Hegarty 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 

 Vacancies 
 

 We currently have a number of vacancies on our committee. We are looking 
to fill the roles of: 
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 Minutes Secretary 
 Activities Administrator 
 Vice Treasurer  

 
If you are interested in the above roles please contact us at any of the e-
mail addresses below or come to one of our meetings. 

 
And, volunteers are always needed for support roles and their help is much 

valued. Please contact any member of our committee – contact details 
below or at any of our meetings. Experience is not necessary – just 
enthusiasm! 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 

_____________________ Monthly Meeting 
 
Our monthly meetings are based around a talk given by a guest speaker, 
followed by questions and answers. These meetings are also an opportunity 
for committee members and group coordinators to pass on notices and 
announcements.  

 
____ 

 
 
 
 
 

Members meeting 4 May 21 
 

Siobhan Lowe Ulster Bank - Internet and telephone fraud and scams 
 
Siobhan gave an interesting and informative talk about the various 
methods used to gain access to personal information. She spoke about the 

importance of safeguarding passwords and personal data. A seemingly 
innocent phone call or email can have serious consequences if information 
is shared which could give access to bank accounts. 
 
She stressed the need for caution and advised members never to engage 
with any transaction unless the caller ID could be verified. 

 
There was a warning against possible Romance scams where someone 
poses as a potential partner to extort funds for items like travel or visas. 
People living alone can be vulnerable to this kind of “sob story” hoping it 
will lead to a relationship. 

 
A very thought-provoking topic aimed at putting members on their guard. 

Siobhan referred members to the Website  www.ulsterbank.co.uk/security 
for helpful advice 
 

____ 
 

Members meeting 1 June 21 
 

The 15 most beautiful Gardens in the World 

 
With Covid restrictions preventing the usual summer outing, the June 
meeting took the form of a virtual tour around the 15 Most Beautiful 
Gardens in the World. Members had an armchair excursion to some very 
beautiful and unusual gardens across the world. 
 

Staring in Italy moving to Kew in London we visited Thailand, British 
Columbia in Canada which houses the largest collection of roses in N 
America. Netherlands with 7 million bulbs planted annually, New Zealand, 
Marrakesh in Morocco famous for its cacti collection, Germany, the gardens 
at Versailles with 20,000 trees, Rio de Janeiro with over 900 different 
species of palm tree and an extensive wildlife area, the Desert Botanical 

file:///C:/Users/MICHA/Documents/Newsletter/August%202021/www.ulsterbank.co.uk/security
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Gardens in Phoenix Arizona housing around 14,000 cacti, Claude Monet (of 
Sunflower fame) Gardens at Giverny. To a surprising location in Brooklyn, 
New York covering 52 acres and hosting 1 million visitors yearly and on to 
Port Louis Mauritius with water features and sugar cane plants. The tour 
finished in private gardens in Japan built between 1620 and 1840  with a 
veritable wealth of plants and historical features including a tea house 
dating from 1770.  

 
We also had a tour of the Man-Made Gardens of Singapore with so many 

impressive features. Interestingly several members had been fortunate to 
visit and were able to share their experiences.  
 
A very enjoyable insight to the wonders around us and maybe inspiration 
for some trips once travel is safe. 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 
_____________________ Activity Reports 

 
Due to the pandemic our activity reports are somewhat limited as face to 
face activities have not in the main occured. However, we have made active 
use of Zoom and report on those activites below. 
 

____ Family History Group 

 
 

 

The Family History Group met on Tuesday 20 April on Zoom. After 
welcoming all the members we offered condolences to Gladys on the loss of 
Gretta who died Friday 9th April 2021. Grett was a founder member of our 

Family History Group and will be missed by all of us. Gladys commented 
‘Gretta enjoyed being a member of the Family History group, making new 
friends and looking into her family history. As my sister in law she was also 
a good friend and meetings will be very different without her now’.  
 
We were then given a PowerPoint presentation, showing how much 

information is contained in the Ordinance Survey Memoirs of Ireland and 
how it can benefit family historians. These Memoirs contain a vast range of 
information from topography, produce and turbary, maps of areas, natural 
features such as bogs and woods, schools and even in some areas details of 
emigration. We concentrated on the areas of Ballintoy, Ramoan 

(Ballycastle), Ballyscullion, Rathlin, Armoy, and Ballymoney. We even 
learned that there were, and may still be, sweat houses on Rathlin Island. 

We are so blessed to have Kathleen Connolly, with her incredible 
knowledge, who prepared this presentation for us and she was ably 
assisted by Irene.  
 
After the presentation a member was then assisted in locating her current 
home and past ownership using the Griffiths Valuation Records. The 
benefits of having the meeting on Zoom was highlighted by the fact that we 

all had access to information that could be sourced almost immediately and 
we were all looking at the same documents at the same time. 
 
Latest: 
 

At our last meeting it was decided to take a break for the months of July 

and August. Meetings will resume in September. Probably 21st September 
but I will be in touch to confirm that date later. 
 
There was a discussion about our programme for the next session. It was 
agreed that we would look at the old houses in Ballymoney and the history 
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of them as part of the local history. To gather some of the information we 
need, some of us have agreed to meet on Monday 5th July at 2.00pm to 
walk the length of Charlotte Street (formerly Pyper Row) and record the 
oldest houses there and get as much information as we can. 
 
I hope you all have a good summer and look forward to seeing you 
(regulations permitting) or being in touch with you again soon. 

 
Regards, Gladys 

 

____ Quiz Group 

 
 The monthly quiz on Zoom has taken an interesting turn with the 

participants setting the questions but still being delivered by the 
‘quizmaster’. 
 
The categories chosen are:- Geography, Food and Drink, Music, Science 
and Nature, General Knowledge and there is an undisclosed category set by 

the quizmaster. 
 
We would love it if you would join us, setting your own questions in your 
own chosen area of expertise or knowledge. 
 
Quiz Results 

 
The results of the Quiz held in June 2021: 
 
1 John and Sue Pinkerton 
2 Jane and Drew McCullough and Marshall and Sylvia Lindsay 
3 Frances and Michael Wilson 

 
____ Book Group 

 

 
 

 

The book discussed at the Group Meeting on Tuesday 15 June 2021 was 
The Beekeeper of Aleppo by Christy Lefteri. 
 
 
This is a story about Nuri and his wife Afra who were living in Aleppo until 

war ended their simple and family centred way of life. They are forced to 
flee the Syria and undergo a hazardous journey to reach Britain, via Turkey 

and Greece. What Afra has seen in her war torn land has rendered her blind 
and totally dependent on Nuri.  
 
The journey is dangerous and they have many unpleasant experiences 
along the way. What keeps Nuri going and motivated is the fact that his 
cousin Mustafa is waiting for them in Yorkshire where he has started an 
Apiary. 

 
The majority of the Group did not enjoy this book. There were parts of the 
book that just didn't ring true. While we have a information in the media 
about the plight of refugees, the author who has worked in a refugee camp, 
opened our eyes to the exploitation and grooming of young boys who would 

do anything to improve their lives. It is a very depressing book and some 

felt that they had to keep putting it down and walking away. Annoyingly the 
traumatic event that caused Afra to lose her sight and forced them to flee is 
never explained. 
 
This was the hardest book we have read to date, the story did not flow, 
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transitioning from happy to bad to now was ragged. 
 
Our next book is When The Crawdads Sing by Delia Owens and a date for 
the meeting has not been established. 
 

____ Creative writing 

 
 

 
 

If you are considering your choice of activity for the new session, what 
about joining the Creative Writers? We are an enthusiastic group and would 

welcome new members. No special skills or qualifications are needed. 
 

We write about life experiences, memories or imagination. 
 
The group leader suggests a topic to give us food for thought but you are 
free to write on any subject. 
 
At our monthly meetings we discuss the pieces and much else besides. We 
learn from each other the group leader gives us hints and tips. We have 

already produced one book, Frae the Toon, with just some of the work 
produced. 
 
Feel free to join a session and see how it works before deciding to commit. 
We meet monthly (currently by Zoom) on the third Tuesday each month at: 
12.15-1.45pm. 

 
Contact Marion for more information about the group or to get a copy of 
the book: marion-14@mail.com or at: 0771 400 9460 
 

____ Gardening 

 
 Our gardening group continues to grow in numbers. During the lockdown 

we were able to show slides from member’s gardens, and a video of the 15 
most famous gardens in the world. We are now looking forward to a visit to 
Antrim Castle gardens and planning to visit more open gardens. Other 
activities include seed and plant swopping, how to prune and take cuttings.  

 
We are planning lots of interesting events in our program for our next 
session. Please stay in touch! 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 
_____________________ Contributions 

 
We welcome contributions from members to include in our Newsletter. Here 
we have reproduced two contributions from Anne McCusker who is a 
member from the BU3A Writing Group.  
 

LOCKDOWN 
 
No notes on the calendar, 
No meetings,  no appointments, 
No obligations, no commitments. 
No different theme to any day, 

Nothing to distinguish one from another. 

No alarms, no trains to catch, 
No routine, no daily grind, 
No  church, no school,  
No writing group, no U3A. 
No coffee shop encounters, 

This Photo by Unknown 

mailto:marion-14@mail.com
https://thelibrarycauldron.wordpress.com/2015/10/06/pre-uklibchat-thoughts-on-ebooks-in-libraries/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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No visiting, no visitors, 
No doorbell expectation. 
No birthday treats, no anniversaries marked, 
No weddings to flaunt  a new hat, 
No christenings, no celebration of new life, 
No memorials, no proper send off for the deceased, 
No dentist, no doctor, no physio, no hairdo, 

No social responsibilities, no demands to be met, 
No need to show a face or be present anywhere. 

No neighbours or relatives needing help or support. 
No outings in the evenings, 
No fundraising to be done, No news to share, 
No hope of holidays or breaks away,  
No diet, no restrictions, a new freedom, 

No feeling tied down, no stress or strain. 
An escape from the world, a step off the treadmill. 
A respite. A lifting of the eyes to look around,  
To see the flowers, the trees, the butterflies, the bees, 
To observe the healing of the world. 
 

--- and --- 
 
THE HARDEST LESSON 
 

‘I wonder if that will be enough? Maybe I should put in another quilt. It’ll be 
cold in that house at night.’ 
 

I sped upstairs, took a spare quilt out of the hotpress and found a cover 
that he’d always liked. That would help him to feel at home. Towels were 
next. I picked out the biggest ones I had. He liked his baths. 
 
Then the big box full of crockery, pans, drying cloths, washing up liquid, 
bathroom cleaner, toilet rolls and kitchen rolls. By now the car was pretty 
full and we still had to get the portable TV, the microwave and his swivel 

chair in. These were the only things he’d considered essential. I had tried to 
think of everything that he took for granted in the kitchen cupboards at 
home and had packed as though he was heading to a famine - torn country 
instead of just up the road to Belfast.  
 

‘He’ll be home at the weekend!’ his father pointed out. 

 
‘But you know what he’s like in the evenings – grazing till the early hours.’ 
 
‘Well, there are shops in Belfast, you know. And if he doesn’t want to spend 
the money, then he can do without!’ 
 
A sharp intake of breath. My whole purpose in life had been to make sure 

he never had to ‘do without.’ Those words did not figure in my vocabulary 
as far as my son was concerned. It was bad enough that he was going to 
be miles away without thinking of him ‘doing without’. 
 
This other house would be his home from now on but I hadn’t got my head 
round that. How could I accept that he would only be a visitor in our home 

now? He was moving into a new phase of his life. I wouldn’t be there to 

ensure his comfort and wellbeing. Panic filled me at the thought. 
 
Finally, the car was packed, with barely enough room for his lanky form 
behind the steering wheel. I held him in a tight hug and warned him to 
drive safely and to text me the minute he arrived. Then he was off.  
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I turned slowly and made my way into the house. An overwhelming sense 
of loneliness engulfed me and I felt bereft. Logic told me that he was only 
in Belfast and would be home at the weekend but the emptiness inside me 
was an ache I couldn’t ease. I told myself I was being silly and rattled 
around keeping busy and waiting for the text that would tell me he’d 
arrived safely.  

 
I allowed an hour for him to get there. An hour and a half; two hours; two 

and a half hours. He’d crashed. He was lying in a ditch or a hospital bed.  
I couldn’t wait another minute. I had to ring. 
 
‘Oh, sorry, Mum, it took me ages to get all the stuff out of the car and then 
we went for a carryout.’ 

 
While I was worrying myself into an early grave he was drinking with his 
housemates!  
 
It was a long week. On Friday I made up his bed, cooked his favourite 
dinner and waited patiently for his car to come into the yard. 

 
My phone pinged with a message: ‘Hi Mum, I’m staying up to go out with 
the lads tonight. See you tomorrow sometime.’ 
 

Comment: Anne has written two beautiful and honest pieces about our 
lives. The frustration of no social contact and new perhaps unwanted 
freedoms compensated by the chance to see our world in a different 

manner – recovering and healing. And, the frustration and sense of loss of 
many of us parents as we see our children grow into adulthood and we face 
the empty nest syndrome. Anne, thank you. 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 
_____________________ Contact Us 

 
 Via e-mail: 

 

 Financial: treasurerbbu3a@gmail.com 
 Membership: membershipbu3a@gmail.com 

 Activities: activitiesbu3a@gmail.com 
 
See more of us and you on your Website: 
 

 www.ballymoneyu3a.com 
 
And on Facebook: 
 
 https://www.facebook.com/groups/746138852945378 
 
To contribute to our Newsletter: 

 
 Contributions, which are welcomed, should be forwarded by email 
 to: 
  

 newsu3a@gmail.com   
 
 And should be clearly marked in the subject line: Newsletter.  

 
 All material will be subject to editorial scrutiny and approval. The 
 Newsletter is maintained, edited and issued by Marion McDowell, 

file:///C:/Users/MICHA/Documents/Newsletter/August%202021/treasurerbbu3a@gmail.com
mailto:membershipbu3a@gmail.com
file:///C:/Users/MICHA/Documents/Newsletter/August%202021/www.ballymoneyu3a.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/746138852945378
mailto:newsu3a@gmail.com
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 Irene Ross and Michael Diver. Any submission must relate to the 
 totality of activities, aims, objectives and values of BU3A and U3A. 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 

_____________________ Ballymoney U3A Website 
 

 We have built a BU3A website that contains lots of information about 
Ballymoney U3A. Our activities, how to contact us, our policies, useful 
forms and documents and so on can be found at: www.ballymoneyu3a.com 

Our front page looks like the image below. 
 

 

 

 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________ Late Breaking News 
 

 OPEN INVITATION TO ALL MEMBERS  

 
 
It is the intention of the Family and Local History Group to have an outing 
to the Garvagh Museum on the 12th of August at 2 pm and to have a picnic 
in the grounds afterwards. As the Curator of the Museum will be opening 
especially for us, and numbers will be limited, we need to know who would 

like to join us. 
 
Register your interest by emailing Gladys Mallon as soon as possible and no 
later than the 2nd of August. 
 
Please be advised that this will be on a first come first served basis. 

 
Kathleen Connolly 
Gladys Mallon 

Irene Ross 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

  

file:///C:/Users/MICHA/Desktop/Newsletter/August%202021/www.ballymoneyu3a.com
x-apple-data-detectors://0/
x-apple-data-detectors://1/
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_____________________ U3A Business 
 
Currently, in the UK there are some 600 individual U3A’s, and 

166,000 members, and BU3A is a member of this movement. We 
provide below some information about U3A who also offer activities and 
events that you may wish to join or to encourage our membership to 
participate in. 

 
 

____ 40th Anniversary of the u3a movement 2022 – Quilt Competition 

 

 

To celebrate the u3a 40th anniversary in 2022, U3A are launching a u3a-
wide Anniversary Quilt competition on the theme of Positive Ageing through 
our strapline Learn Laugh Live. 
 

Any u3a member, or group of members or Interest groups can enter. Forty 
squares will be chosen from your entries to complete the final quilt.  
 
See more information about the u3a 40th Anniversary Quilt competition 
and the Entry Instructions and Competition Rules at: 
 
https://u3a.org.uk/events/40th-anniversary/1147-40-anniversary-quilt-

competition 

 
Please contact any member of the committee if you wish to enter. 
 
 

____ U3A Newsletter 

 

 

Our “mother”ganisation provides much useful information and updates on 
activites both in Northern Ireland and elsewhere. We hope you may find 
this information useful and wish to initate activites we are not currently 
suporting such as fitness groups, Petanque (French bowls), cookery. Please 
let us know if you wish us to start such groups or other activites.  
 

See the following for ideas and what other groups are doing: 

 
https://mailchi.mp/u3a/your-u3a-national-newsletter-july?e=3180045804 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

_____________________ Useful Information 
 

 On the following pages we provide information that we hope may be of use 
to you. Please be aware that we do not validate the information but pass it 
on in good faith. 

 

https://u3a.org.uk/events/40th-anniversary/1147-40-anniversary-quilt-competition#rules
https://u3a.org.uk/events/40th-anniversary/1147-40-anniversary-quilt-competition
https://u3a.org.uk/events/40th-anniversary/1147-40-anniversary-quilt-competition
https://mailchi.mp/u3a/your-u3a-national-newsletter-july?e=3180045804
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